Gao Xingjian Ink display in Silicon Valley
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Expo will showcase the works of Gao Xingjian. (Photo: provided by the organizer)

Silicon Valley / San Francisco Art Fair in San Mateo Events Center. (Photo: provided by the organizer)
2015 second "Silicon Valley / San Francisco Art Fair" (Art Silicon Valley / San Francisco) on the 8th to the 11th event in San Mateo, held from the Bay Area and around the world hundreds of galleries were invited to participate. Singapore "Whoever sleep" (iPRECIATION) gallery this year will feature Nobel Prize winner Gao Xingjian 四幅 ink for.

Chinese writer Gao Xingjian settled in France in 2000 with the novel "Soul Mountain" and "One Man's Bible" and other works, becoming the first Chinese to win the Nobel Prize in Literature writer. Despite writing, Gao Xingjian is a modern ink painters, his photography and ink as has been exhibited around the world.

Designed to exhibit excellent works of modern art around the world, "the Silicon Valley / San Francisco Art Fair", by the director of the Miami Art Fair test 尼勒夫 (Nick Korniloff) policy painting, he said, as 21 of the world's creative hub, Silicon Valley is the most suitable exhibition an outstanding place in the world of art, these works of art covering tradition and innovation, able to attract the world's highest level of collectors.

Contemporary Art Fair included, planning the exhibition, science and technology of new media arts exhibitions and collections education seminars.

San Mateo Activity Center is located in San Mateo 1346 Saratoga Dr, exhibition from 11:00 to 6:00 pm, one-day pass $ 25, tickets $ 15, children under 12 years free of charge. Details can be found http://www.artsvf.com/#home.